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While Mutants & Masterminds players create heroes, the Gamemaster creates the villains, the

adventures, and the entire world where the series takes place. That can be a lot of work, but the

Mutants & Masterminds: Gamemaster's Guide is here to help. This book has everything a M&M

Gamemaster needs, from guidelines on creating challenges and adventures to advice on designing

your own setting and series. The Gamemaster's Guide includes guidance on how to set up and run

your game and to help your players create the best heroes, archetypes that make building villains

easy, world-building tips, and options for modifying the game to suit your group's play style.
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I played several super hero RPGs as a high school kid in the mid-1980s, and a couple of years ago

began playing periodically a very rudimentary super hero RPG with my (then) 5 year old daughter,

thinking it would not only be a fun thing for us to do together, but would also encourage her

creativity and maybe build her problem solving skills.I bought this book partly just to read, intrigued

by the "Legion of Doom"-inspired cover and having been impressed by the quality of a couple of

other "Mutants & Masterminds" books I'd bought previously from the same author/publisher. But I

also bought it hoping to mine a few ideas for my periodic RPG with my daughter.My favorite part of

this book was at its center: the various types of villains, their roles, their motivations, escape plans,

and organizations (among many other things), as well as the concluding appendix detailing various

types of super villain lairs. All great stuff!This book was not only a pleasure to read, but it has proved



to be a valuable source of ongoing inspiration for my periodic super hero RPG with my daughter.

This is a nice GM aid. Want information on the comic ages? No problem. Types of origins?

Covered. More archetype idea? You betcha.Really appreciate a number of ideas for lairs.Art is

pretty, and full color.

A wonderful entry into superhero role-playing games by Green Ronin. Well worth the purchased.

Familiar to players of the d20 system and old school gamers alike. This book will help any GM flesh

out their world and make their player cringe in anticipation of the next adventure.

Everyone who has ever run a tabletop game ever has to read this book. Even putting aside the

indispensable mechanical tips specific to Mutants and Masterminds (and largely applicable for 2nd

edition!), it provides an amazing lens on how to adjudicate a complex game with complex

characters, both in gameplay and narrative. Its tips on villain tactics alone both refresh the basics

and provide new insights on how to make the system work for you rather than fighting it to get it to

do what you want. It is wonderfully self-aware, explaining in frank language how to adapt M&M's

paradigm to different eras of comic book history. In so doing, it demonstrates how to palate swap

any reasonably universal system.This book is full to the brim with great tips and tricks, and I will be

sure to read and re-read it to help with running any game where I can use a primer to Super Villainy,

from D&D to Exalted. Buy it! Read it!
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